Detection of Change with Time
Series of Satellite Images
•Please see \Course\4\Detection_of_Change.pdf on DVD or
•http://www.wimsoft.com/Course/4/Detection_of_Change.pdf
•Detection of change is a hot topic due to the threat of global
warming and climate change. Satellite data provide large scale,
near-simultaneous coverage and are therefore essential in
detecting such change. In this tutorial we try several methods of
change detection with WIM/WAM.
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Example 1: Algal blooms and bloom
magnitude
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Fig. 1. Phytoplankton
annual cycle and its
inter-annual variation in
the central North Sea:
depth-integrated Chl-a
in 1991 (green), 1997
(blue), mean for 19902000 (black). From
Nielsen and St. John,
2003.

Example 2: Monthly net primary production
(NPP) in a part of the Gulf of California
•Increase of the annual
maxima since 2001
•Regime shift?
•Annual minima not changed
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Detection of change in Time Series

The “Keeling curve”
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Detection of change in Time Series
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to evaluate the significance of
trends
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Detecting global changes in
phytoplankton bloom magnitude
•Use input data in C:\Sat, copy from DVD:\Sat to C:\Sat
• To detect change, we want to use as long time period as
possible. We have 8 months of OCTS (1996-1997), SeaWiFS data
(1997-2010), MODIS-Aqua (2002-2012), MERIS (2003-2012).
• We use blended and merged monthly Chla created with the
CALFIT (Kahru et al., 2012) and SPGANT (Kahru and Mitchell,
2010) algorithms from 4 sensors: OCTS, SeaWiFS, MODISA and
MERIS.
• Data in C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9. Total of 16
years, excluding 1996. Total of 200 monthly images. Missing JulAug 1997. Use 198 months for annual maxima analysis.
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Detecting global changes in bloom magnitude
•We only have 2 months (Nov-Dec) of 1996 that are not representative
of the full year. Make a new folder, e.g. Hide, and move 1996 files to a
that folder.
•Open command prompt and type cd C:\Sat
•Find annual monthly maxima with wam_annual_max:
wam_annual_max Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\*.hdf
•Finds and uses 186 monthly files (NOT 188! )
•After it finishes in ~5-10 minutes, rename the output files in the folder
where you issued the command to: Max.hdf, Min.hdf,
ValidCount.hdf, respectively
•mkdir MinMax_9
•move *.hdf MinMax_9
•Examine and explain the Max.hdf, Min.hdf, ValidCount.hdf
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Use Examine-Spectral Plot in WIM to visualize
annual changes in bloom magnitude
•Close WIM and load all datasets in Max.hdf in the right order. Look
at the time series in individual pixels with Examine-Spectral Plot.
You have to hold down the right mouse button on the Spectral Plot
box and then move the mouse.
•You will see crosses that
correspond to each of the year
included
•Find interactively areas of
increased/decreased blooms,
e.g. along to coast of North
America off California where the
increasing pattern shown in the
plot to the right can be seen
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Creating a map showing significant changes in bloom magnitude
•wam_trend MinMax_9\Max.hdf Sen 90
•Areas with significant increase are shown in red, areas with
significant decrease in blue, white areas have no significant
trend (at 90% significance).
•If the image is mostly green and not in the anomaly colors of
red, blue and white then you need to click on the Settings icon
in WIM, select Misc tab, and uncheck the Use Default LUT
checkbox. Then close WIM and load the file again.
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Creating a map showing significant changes in
bloom magnitude
•We evaluate statistical significance of the trends; default is 90%
wam_trend MinMax_9\Max.hdf Sen 90
wam_trend MinMax_9\Max.hdf Sen 95
wam_trend MinMax_9\Max.hdf Sen 99


Max.hdf_trend_sen_90.hdf
Max.hdf_trend_sen_95.hdf
Max.hdf_trend_sen_99.hdf

Statistical significance at 90%, 95%, 99%. Image time series
is too short to detect trends at higher significance.
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Detecting global changes in bloom magnitude
•If the colors look very different, click on the Settings icon, then Misc
tab and uncheck Override LUT in HDF. Then close WIM and open again
by clicking (double-clicking) on the same image file.
•Explain the output; View it in Google-Earth
•Compare results with those at http://spg.ucsd.edu/blooms.png and
http://spg.ucsd.edu/blooms.kmz - these are from a EOS article (Kahru
and Mitchell, 2008, see pdf). What is causing the difference?
•You can create time series plots of your area of interest (see below)
following instructions in Detection_of_Change.pdf . Create a mask, a list
20
of files and use wam_statist.
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Detecting change between 2 images
•To see available options type wam_change without arguments
cd C:\Sat
wam_change
C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\S19990011999031_ChlBlended_comp.hdf
C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\S19980011998031_ChlBlended_comp.hdf

(all in one line!)

•Explain the results
(this compares Chl-a during El Nino
vs. La Nina in the California Current)
• Typical usage: show changes
in ice concentration
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Correlation of a set of images with a 1D Time Series
•Check out Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI)
http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/people/klaus.wolter/MEI/

•Using MEI time series MEI.csv in C:\Sat
•Chla datasets in
Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9 (missing several months)
•NOTE: To extend the time series it is recommended to add the
additional two 1996 OCTS images (Nov,-Dec, 1996) to the folder of
satellite images that you are using
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Correlation with a Time Series, cont
•Type in command prompt cd C:\Sat
•Type wam_correlation without arguments to see options
•Type:
wam_correlation Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\*.hdf MEI.csv
•This will take ~10 minutes to complete!
Saved 100*Corr.coeff + 128 in Corr__MEI.hdf
Used 172 images!
Rcrit (0.95) = 0.150, Rcrit (0.99) = 0.196
Processing time: 00:07:13

•Stretch colors with
•Find areas of max & min r
•Explain the results
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Summary
wam_annual_max  max for each pixel and each year

wam_trend  trend (slope) for each pixel (statist significance)
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Summary, cont.
wam_change  difference for each pixel

wam_correlation  r (correlation coefficient) for each pixel (statist
significance) between a series of images (2D) and a 1D time series

+
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wam_correlation_series  r (correlation coefficient) for each pixel
(statist significance) between 2 series of images (2D

+
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